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n the 1880s, a rancher
named Charles Goodnight
outf itted a U.S. A rmy
surplus wagon with cooking
supplies, creating the first kitchen
on wheels. Gearing up for large
cattle drives, Goodnight figured
out how to prepare and cook
meals in his wagon, and thus,
the first “food truck,” or chuck
wagon as it was once called,
was born. In the bed of his
wagon, he stored dried beans,
coffee, biscuits and other food
items that were easy to preserve.
As cattlemen would travel for
months at a time, Goodnight
had found a practical way to feed
hungry cowboys out on the trail.
Meanwhile, in cities on
the East Coast, lunch wagons
had became a popular sight.
Horse-drawn street carts were
used as a means to prepare and
serve food before carts lost their
wheels and the first American
diners appeared. As time passed,
mobile food trucks found their
way back on to American streets, offering meals
on construction sites and in blue-collar work zones.
Eventually, immigrants from Mexico brought the
taco truck culture to California, where the food truck
scene began to evolve.
Although food trucks existed well before the
2000s, many sources pinpoint 2008 as the unofficial
onset of the food truck phenomenon as it’s known
today. Trucks like Rickshaw Dumpling Bar in New
York and Kogi BBQ in Los Angeles, both credited as
pioneers of the food truck movement, created a new
trend in the culinary world and jump-started a food
truck frenzy. With an estimated 3 million food trucks
scattered around cities on both coasts and across
the heartland, food trucks are an ever-growing and
vibrant part of the American landscape.
While food trucks have been popular across the
country for nearly a decade, it wasn’t until 2011 that
Ozarkansas finally jumped on the food truck wagon.
The folks at Hammontree’s Grilled Cheese debuted
the Grillineum Falcon, the region’s first gourmet
food truck. Though the Grillineum Falcon no longer
operates outside of private events, its short presence
was inspirational for other local restaurateurs
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interested in starting their own
food truck endeavors.
Traditional restaurants are
expensive businesses to open
and maintain; food trucks,
however, are far cheaper and
carry fewer risks. “We had the
idea for a creperie, but, while
looking around, we realized
that it was more of a risk than
we wanted to take,” says Paula
Henry, owner of Crepes Paulette
in downtown Bentonville. “This
avenue offered us a chance to test
the water first.”
Not only do food trucks offer
lower start-up costs and less risk,
they are also great for the local
economy. “When you buy from
a food truck, you support local
people,” says Jennifer Rollins,
owner of Kind Kitchen food
truck. “I think it is great how
this [food truck] trend is growing
here. It’s a ref lection that
Northwest Arkansas is catching
up with the rest of the country.”
Furthermore, food trucks
allow patrons to try new foods in fun settings and
ever-changing environments. The Yacht Club
on College, a food truck park made up of several
old Airstreams and located in central Fayetteville,
offers customers a wide selection of options in one
convenient and unique location. Similar to the setup
of a small food court, diners can choose from one
of four trucks, or maybe something from each, to
enjoy in the park’s outdoor seating area. Additionally,
Fayetteville now boasts a second food truck court
called Shulertown, located in the heart of Fayetteville’s
prime entertainment district, Dickson Street.
“I think Fayetteville is off to a great start in
bringing food trucks to the locals,” says Juliet
Bertolucci, a Los Angeles native and Arkansas
transplant. “Food trucks are a new, up-and-coming
way to experience food. I like that it’s a quick, easy,
and entertaining way to enjoy good food.”
Typically, food truck diners can expect to spend
less than what they might at a traditional bricks
and mortar restaurant, while still receiving a fresh,
quality product. “A food truck is a great blend of the
convenience and speed of a fast food eatery and the
quality of a restaurant,” says Dale Benfield, owner of
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Special thanks to Zuppa Zuppa Soup Kitchen for
allowing us to photograph their craft.

Baller Foodtruck. “We, of course, make our food fresh,
and try to use local ingredients whenever possible.”
While local food truck owners are now finding it
easier than ever to start and run their businesses, city
fees and ordinances sometimes make it tough to be
a food truck entrepreneur. Bentonville, for example,
only allows one truck per private lot located strictly
in commercial or industrial zones. Additionally, with
the proper permit and city approval, vendors are
allowed to set up shop for special events such as First
Friday and the Bentonville Farmers Market. “We
specifically love working in downtown Bentonville,”
Rollins says. “The atmosphere there is very
supportive of food trucks.”
T hough B entonv i l le’s l aw s a re pret t y
straightforward, truck owners looking to operate in
Fayetteville have a few more avenues to navigate.
Vendors in Fayetteville can operate on private property
in one specific location for a maximum of six months
with a proper permit from the city. Once a vendor’s
permit expires, the vendor may apply for a permit for a
new location at least a quarter of a mile away, or for an
annual permit to stay in the original location.
Property owners can create a mobile vendor food
court, such as the Yacht Club, on their land if they’re
approved by the city for a conditional use permit.
Mobile vendors operating in a court aren’t required
to obtain an individual permit, but must provide
the city with copies of health permits and any other
pertinent information that the city might require.
Mobile vendors in Fayetteville also have the
option to either park on private land with permission
from the property owner, or to apply for a permit
to operate in public spaces. In May, Fayetteville
city officials held a food truck lottery, allowing food
truck owners the opportunity to apply for a permit
that would allow them to park their trucks in public
parking spaces or inside of city parks. This new lottery
will take place once a year and will allow one-third of
the total applicants the opportunity to win a mobile
permit. As of print date, some details of the lottery,
and whether or not food trailers would be allowed to
participate, were not final.
The lottery does not apply to food trucks
operating on private property, such as mobile vendor
courts, or private business parking lots. Food trucks
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operating on public property are limited to parallel
parking spaces and must pay the appropriate parking
fees. Additionally, trucks are required to move to a
new location at least 325 feet away from their last
location every four hours.
“With our new permit, we intend to blitz this
city and go wherever people gather,” says William
Scott, a lottery permit winner and owner of Frickin
Chicken. “Providing a service to a person’s basic
need for food is the joy of a food truck owner;
providing unique and quality cuisine from a truck is
the sheer celebration of culinary art.”
While many vendors are choosing to first test
the waters by offering a small menu from inside
of a truck, several are finding success and moving
on to conventional restaurant buildings. Bouchee,
for example, started inside an Airstream in the
Yacht Club, offering diners a small menu of French
delicacies. No longer operating from a truck, Bouchee
now serves customers from an extensive menu in a
traditional restaurant setting on the Fayetteville square.
Some restaurateurs have found luck using food
trucks as a springboard for bigger things, as with
Bouchee. Others, such as those behind Feltner
Brothers and Greenhouse Grille, also both have
spots within the Shulertown food court, have
used food trucks as a way to expand their already
established businesses, giving diners even broader
opportunities to try their food.
Out of all of the food trends to take off during
the last several years, food trucks are perhaps the
most ubiquitous. They are a fun and funky addition
to city streets and add heaps of character to area
towns. They help to build community togetherness
and allow people a plethora of convenient, creative
dining options. For example, food trucks will be a
prevalent feature at this year’s Fayetteville Roots
Festival, giving locals and visitors alike a wonderful
opportunity to experience Ozarkansas’ culinary
scene and culture.
So, whether you are in the mood for a vegan
smoothie from Kind Kitchen or a crepe from Crepes
Paulette, do yourself a favor and give Ozarkansas
food trucks a try. With the vast array of options
available, there’s a little something out there for just
about everyone. ■
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Bentonville
Big Rub BBQ
Crepes Paulette
Kind Kitchen
Pedal Pops
Yeyo’s Mexican Grill
Farmington
Damons BBQ and Grill
Fayetteville
Baller Foodtruck
Burton’s Comfort Creamery
Feltner Brothers
Frickin Chicken
Great Dang Pies and Tamales
Hi-Country Cajun
Kona Coast
Natural State Sandwiches
Nomad’s Natural Plate
The Naan Stop
2 Fish 5 Loaves
Wicked Wood Fired Pizza
Zuppa Zuppa Soup Kitchen
Fort Smith
Patrick’s Butcher Boy Burgers
Paizi’s Gyros
Siloam Springs
Jack Frosting

Know of another local food truck?
Let us know at info@edibleozarkansas.com
or share on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/EdibleOzarkansas
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